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EDITORIAL 

Cluster Bombs, Made in America  
 
Published: June 1, 2008 

On Friday, 111 nations, including major NATO allies, adopted a treaty 
that sets an eight-year deadline to eliminate stockpiles of cluster arms 
— pernicious weapons that scatter thousands of small bombs across a 
wide area, where they pose a long-term deadly threat to innocents. 
The Bush administration not only failed to sign the treaty but 
vigorously opposed it. 

After marching in lockstep for years, even Britain broke 
with America’s position and agreed to withdraw its 
weapons from use. That dealt a much-needed blow to 
Washington’s long-standing opposition to this sort of 
sensible arms control, and in particular to this treaty-
averse administration. 

The campaign to ban cluster munitions, pressed by human 
rights activists, never attained quite the high profile of the 
one to ban land mines, a treaty that Washington also 
refused to sign. But the two weapons have this in common: 

Both wreak more damage on civilians than soldiers and present a threat long after war 
ends. 

Cluster munitions, fired from aircraft or artillery, spray small “bomblets” over an expanse 
the size of two or three football fields. Many do not explode on impact but can be easily 
triggered by unsuspecting civilians. The most appalling of these devices can look like a 
desired object — a can of food or a toy. 

No one has more invested in cluster munitions than the United States, which Human 
Rights Watch says has been the largest producer, stockpiler and user, using them in the 
former Yugoslavia, Afghanistan and Iraq. Others that have used them include Britain, 
France, Sudan, NATO, Israel and Hezbollah. 

United States officials insist the Pentagon must have such munitions. That is what the 
Clinton administration said when it opposed the land-mine treaty in 1997. It is a weak 
argument: cluster bombs are weapons for conventional wars with conventional 
battlefields. America is less likely to fight big conventional wars than counterinsurgency 
conflicts in population centers, no place for munitions that kill indiscriminately. 

As the main holdout, the United States gives cover to countries like Russia and China, 
which also rejected the ban. The treaty is weaker for it: together, these three nations have 
more than a billion cluster munitions stockpiled, far more than the number of weapons 
expected to be destroyed. Also weakening the pact is a loophole that will let America 
continue military cooperation with treaty signers, even if it uses cluster munitions.  
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At least this treaty, like the land-mine ban, will stigmatize cluster munitions and make it 
harder to use them. Since the land-mine treaty entered into force, experts say more than 
40 million have been destroyed, trade in land mines has virtually ended, and in 2007 
only two countries — Russia and Myanmar — used them. The United States has paid $1.2 
billion (more than any other nation) to defuse land mines and clean up war zones. 

Modern nations need a range of weapons to protect their legitimate interests. Cluster 
munitions that disproportionately harm civilians are not among them. President Bush 
must resist the temptation to further sabotage this worthy treaty and let it take effect. It is 
not clear where the candidates stand on the treaty, but the next president, whoever it is, 
should repudiate Mr. Bush’s opposition and sign it. 
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